Cubic-orthorhombic texture functions (e.g., of rolling textures) are conventionally represented by Euler diagrams with a range of 0 to 90 for ql, and 2. Some drawbacks of this method are discussed. By means of inverse pole figure representations, it is explained how this range can be subdivided into three completely equivalent "unit zones". In order to overcome the drawbacks mentioned above, without adding yet a new type of O.D.F. representation to the list of those that already exist, it is proposed to continue using the same type of representation but to consider only unit zone 3, which is much less distorted than the two other unit zones.
INTRODUCTION
Euler angles have been widely used for the description of crystal orientations since Bunge and Roe introduced O.D.F. analysis (Bunge, 1982) . There The purpose of the present paper is to give a short discussion of these problems, and to show how they can be dealt with without having to introduce yet another method for the graphical representation of crystal orientations. Figure 1 shows the Euler angles as defined by Bunge (1982) . Roe's angles will not be considered here. The figure shows how the reference system of the sample can be rotated in order to obtain the reference system of the crystal. The angles '/'1, and 2 describe this rotation. A right-hand orthogonal coordinate system is used for both reference systems.
THE CONVENTIONAL EULER DIAGRAMS
In the most general case (no crystal symmetry and no sample symmetry), the following ranges should be considered for these 
instead of merely being dPl d dP2 (Bunge, 1982 The ranges for other sample symmetries can also be found in this paper.
In a subsequent paper (Gil Sevillano, Van Houtte and Aernoudt, 1980) the above authors described the correspondence between inverse pole figure representations and Euler space more explicitly. In this second paper, the authors also derived an alternative minimum range for textures with cubic crystal symmetry and orthorombic sample symmetry (class B). First they showed that the following symmetry operation is allowed in that case" -invert the x2-axis; note that the x1x2x3 system is transformed from a right handed system into a left handed system by doing so; -the entire XlXEXa-system is now reflected into the mirror plane
(1 i 0), which transforms it again into a right handed (and thus allowed) system. The entire procedure can also be described by using rotational symmetry elements only (both of the crystal and of the sample). (001)- (011)- (111) and (001)- (101)- (111). (b) representations for which x3 ND lies in unit zone 2, consisting of the triangles (010)- (011)- (111) and (100)- (101)- (111). (c) representations for which x3 ND lies in unit zone 3, consisting of the triangles (010)- (110)- (111) and (100)- (110) (010)- (110)- (111) and (100)- (110) ( 1 0 1 (see Figure 1 ).
This method has the following advantages:
-the representation of the (001) Bunge (1982) (1986) proposed to use unit zone 3 (see Table lc or the shaded area in Figure 5) It is possible to define the range of unit zone 3 also for other sample symmetries.
